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This exhibition is part of the larger “Displaying Word and Image” project that Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes initiated and that brought Victor Burgin and WJT Mitchell to Belfast, as well as the conference of the same title at the University of Ulster and the Golden Thread Gallery in June 2010. A publication with papers from the keynote speakers, selected conference presentations and installation shots will emerge from the project. 

This exhibition shows how reading and interpreting literature is – in diverse ways – at the core of some of the most renowned contemporary artists’ practices: Allotrope, antepress, Julie Louise Bacon, Ecke Bonk, Pavel Büchler, Davide Cascio, Tacita Dean, Cerith Wyn Evans, Maria Fusco, Kenneth Goldsmith, Rodney Graham, Joanna Karolini, Sean Lynch, Simon Morris, Brian O’Doherty, Michalis Pichler, Tim Rollins and KOS, Andrea Theis, Nick Thurston and Eric Zboya.
 
It highlights that writers such as Joyce, Schiller, Beckett, Kafka, Sebald and Vonnegut have something to say to artists today - and that artists make a major contribution to how we can today think about literature and aspects of the canon: as something relevant and liberating. Exhibiting literature has been the domain of literary museums and monuments. On an island from which most renowned writers have emigrated, alternative modes of marking their role have to be - and have been - found: by artists and through exhibitions. These displays are found in public spaces and in a variety of venues. This exhibition, in exploring the relationships between art, literature and exhibitions, provides an alternative “monument” to writers, their works, to well-read artists - and to innovative ways of bridging these realms through exhibition.





Literature is entering the contemporary art gallery, invigorating artists’ works, exhibitions and the experience of viewers. The purpose of this exhibition is to investigate how art practice, literature and exhibition formats relate to one another today. It grew out of the curator’s “Joyce in Art” project for the centenary of the day on which James Joyce’s Ulysses is set in Dublin (RHA 2004) and her further exploration of this multi-disciplinary area through the “Displaying Word and Image” conference, a collaboration between IAWIS (International Word and Image Studies Association), the University of Ulster and the Golden Thread Gallery.
 
The literary art exhibition is a format that has a long history in countries like Germany, where language and culture have been used for nation-building and where, therefore, prestigious literary museums exist. Modernist visual artists were told to “avoid literature like the plague” (Clement Greenberg). If one wished to engage with literature then, the allegation of jumping on the canonical bandwagon was automatic. Governments celebrate writers (and all canonical culture) for their own interests – with art exhibitions among other things. There is thus a wealth of rather traditional work in exhibition format on writers and the art of their time. There are traditional literary museums and writer’s houses that may show a number of historical artworks for their evidential quality, but don’t often go beyond that limited function of art. Harald Szeemann, the eminent Swiss curator, explored the importance for artists of such writers as Alfred Jarry, Victor Hugo and Marquis de Sade through exhibitions in far more challenging ways. Through a number of books and catalogues, the history of literary art exhibitions is shown. There are also some examples of individual artists’ projects that engage programmatically with literature. Their book format is deliberate, but also at times forced by the uncertainties surrounding the exhibition of such work.

Many highly regarded curators have recently in their exhibition concepts referred to literature, something that did not happen ten or more years ago. Nicholas Bourriaud’s Tate Triennial AlterModern, 2009, is a case in point. The current exhibition is also partly conceived to engage in debates to prepare and to accompany Dublin Contemporary (from September 2011), which was initially taking Joyce and Beckett (and John Cage) as points of departure and is now referring to Jack B. Yeats. Also, not every reference is praise. Artists clearly don’t agree with writers just because they are famous. While they may set a critical standard in the use of words, they can also be an intense, productive annoyance to artists. The writers chosen by artists, in fact, can be said to convey through both the form and the content of their works that (ultimately highly regarded) creative practice is based on the capacity (honed through the engagement with other critical, creative work) to think for oneself. 

The writers featured here are most often the ones that became known despite their long suffering as unacknowledged artists, their censorship and the hostility they had to endure themselves. There is a difference between merely pointing to high culture as that which is to be upheld and “celebrated” (to preserve a status quo) and actually to read it and find critical thought in it that envisages a different world. The exhibition explores that (even) canonical literature is (now) used by artists and in exhibitions of their work to create and share liberating experiences, rather than to uphold an elitist canon for its own sake or to “illustrate”. 

The canon was not always – and is not everywhere – revered; nor is it static. Even dictatorships cannot easily censor the “Classics”, and even the mechanics of the competitive publishing industry have as a result that one can buy certain literature very cheaply – resulting in easily accessible, liberating texts (such as Schiller’s work on aesthetic education). The alternative world that emerges in a reader’s head is apt to provide a background for critically questioning the one we live in – a pre-requisite for the critical analysis that contemporary artists provide. Fiction and criticality thus often go hand in hand. Reading and thinking visual artists are excellent interpreters of literature. They tend to view the book (in contrast with the canvas and the stone or metal sculpture) as intrinsically engaged, as capable of conveying critical attitudes and innovative views (after Walter Benjamin) – as excellent fodder for art.





Andrea Theis’ Image Disturbance prevented tourists from having photographs taken of just themselves in front of the Goethe and Schiller monument in Weimar, estabishes the exhibition’s critical thread by means of CCTV footage from the building opposite the monument (the Bauhaus Museum, where the MDR television station has its weather webcam). She also uses photographs: plates of categorized and ordered photographs of the intervention. Schiller in particular (a refugee for his beliefs in personal and intellectual freedom) is re-energized by Theis acting out his beliefs in art and aesthetic education – and thus confronting the “pilgrims” to the “temple” of canonical German culture. Traditional notions of writers’ houses and museums were born out of the “pilgrimage” experience of the “Grand Tour”. Today, much tourism revenue is involved. Actually reading these texts and discovering that are still alive and form freshly in our heads today, can counter ossified notions of the canon (foregrounding the tourist industry’s economic gain) – just as Theis counters with her new and incisive public art practice the static monument.

Tim Rollins’ collage / painting collaborations with youths from the Bronx (Kids of Survival) – on the basis of reading literary works – show the “usefulness” of canonical literature in developing young people’s self-confidence within engaged art practice. Of course, the canon needs to be expanded and critiqued, but what better way to do it than to know it, own it, see how it relates to one’s own experiences and overcome what needs to be overcome through a well-founded critique that enhances our understanding of both the text and the interpreters’ positions?

Pavel Büchler, originally active in Samizdat publishing in 1970s Prague, expands on Theis’ referencing of Goethe, here focussing on Goethe’s (“pathological”) colour theory. Trained as a typographer, Büchler read the Classics as a young man, in order not to have to “fry his brain” with the literature widely available in the Eastern Block. He is returning to these authors now, in order to comment on what he sees around him today. In O’Mahony’s bookshop in O’Connell Street, the unsuspecting customer can find a section entitled “Red and Black”, after Stendahl’s novel, which pools all currently available books in the shop that have the words “red” and “black” in their titles or authors’ names. Another one of Büchler’s clandestine contributions to this exhibitions is Here he Moved, a work that is in 13 parts: 12 drawings of the spaces between the last and the first letters of the nouns in Beckett’s Watt, where the pattern is “from the … to the …”. These litte drawings are spread throughout the two exhibition venues and create an element of coherence.

Julie Louise Bacon, differently again, takes up the theme of engagement in her deceptively sheltered writer’s desk arrangement and jigsaw installation (Lonesome No More: or an homage to Kurt Vonnegut): she is topically commenting on war in the wake of Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse V and Slapstick: Or Lonesome No More. Vonnegut’s black humour in the face (or as a result of) the experience of militaristic ambition is related by Bacon to the position in which humanity is finding itself today – post 9/11 (The Twins): note the tanks and Kalashnikov AK-47 motifs on the hand-made Afghan rug, explore different perspectives through the view-finders on the desk and consider piecing back together again cultural heritage destroyed by war. Art may be the one domain in which we can attempt to dis- and re-assemble the world and propose alternative visions through thorough but poetic questioning. 

Franz Kafka’s work has served Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari to develop their concept of “minor literature”, e.g. Kafka writing German, or Joyce’s and Beckett’s position in relation to the dominant English language. It may be worth considering the writing of artists generally as a “minor literature” – or, even more intriguingly: as “minor” in relation to visual art. The “minor” deterritorializes the “major”, is always already political and forges community, i.e. through its “weakness” it has particular critical and creative capacity, vibrancy and importance. This notion of engagement, formulated through consideration of literature, pervades many works in this exhibition and may be telling for our considerations of visual art (in Northern Ireland, Limerick, London…).

Sean Lynch investigates and presents the story of a monument to Flann O’Brien: a bicycle that was carried to the top of Carrantuohill, the highest mountain in Ireland. While the dominant cultural form on the island of Ireland is still widely perceived to be its literature, witty, irreverential writers, most of whom excelled partly because they emigrated, are difficult to contain, celebrate and honour in houses and institutions that demand reverence and exist in order to create cultural capital and tourist revenue. Since Ireland missed out on creating the quintessential European literary museum (7 Eccles Street, the house of the Blooms in Ulysses, torn down in the centenary year of Joyce’s birth), living “monuments”, such as the one to Flann O’Brien that has now vanished and that Lynch’s work temporarily resurrects, appear as the more appropriate format. Fleeting art exhibitions that present a variety of critical, creative, original views simultaneously – thus subverting the expectation of one canonical narrative – can play an important role.

Rodney Graham has created numerous book works and included literary allusions in his work. One project is The System of Landor’s Cottage, based on Edgar Allen Poe’s late fragment Landor’s Cottage, where a forest, a little house in it and the inhabitants are described with the highest praise for their beauty and taste. Graham turned this fragment into a novel-length text by adding ever more beautiful annexes to the house, thus ironically breaking Poe’s prose and simultaneously stretching suspense, as readers would expect a menacing turn from the horror writer Poe. But Graham did not just become a writer; he also designed the book and its archaic-looking cover and showed himself to be a pioneer of “un-design”. One can add to the factors contributing to the attractiveness of literature for contemporary artists today the now archaic-looking institution and materiality of the book, for which a certain nostalgia is best expressed through artworks.

The “typosopher” Ecke Bonk is included in this exhibition, as he bridges the domains of typography and art practice – often through exhibitable work that takes the shape of books. Many artists design books and posters (because they can and they need to make money), but Bonk, a Duchamp scholar and collaborator of scientists in other capacities, has taken the inter-penetration of these realms to new meditated depths. Like Rodney Graham, he has worked on the brothers Grimm, and he designed the Joyce in Art book. Here, his typographic work on Wittgenstein is shown to hint at the realm that is philosophical, theoretical and art historical writing by artists as neighbouring domains of the current project, but also to identify all the works in this exhibition as re-considerations of the relationship of language to life, in which language games feature centrally. These are key concerns of Wittgenstein’s. Language games are played further in visual practice, as in Bonk’s work, when we are encouraged to appreciate the typography of Wittgenstein’s book – and also given a magnifying glass to read what is quite indecipherable for the naked eye: let our eyes play language games.

The practice of “re-writing” an author is well-practiced among artists: from John Cage “re-writing” Joyce’s Finnegans Wake to Colin Darke writing Ulysses on the walls of the Verbal Arts Centre in Derry: writing strengthens an artist’s resolve to get through the book and read carefully. It is a drawing practice and reminiscent of the labour of scribes. Joanna Karolini has paid attention to Franz Kafka’s letters, attempting to tease out the person behind the work, but arriving at more and more impenetrable palimpsests that may remind one of Kafka’s verdict, inscribed on the body of the culprit. It is also just as indecipherable a language game as the one presented by Ecke Bonk. 

Simon Morris enters images of him reading a text (by Jacques Derrida) into a text. It is an “exhibition in an exhibition”, as he lists – within his own work –other instances where reading by visual artists has become an artwork. As already evident in Michalis Pichler’s work, artists often react to literature in providing further and further stages of appropriation. Simon Morris has re-written Jack Kerouac’s On the Road in its entirety – a book that could be viewed and read in comparison to “the original” at the start of the exhibition. 





The exhibition brings together over a dozen works by international artists from different generations – and as many primary texts. Displayed in the large windows of the second exhibition venue, books are displayed in a way that is hoped to be enticing. Michalis Pichler’s two-piece work on Stéphane Mallarmé provides a bridge between book and video, walking passers-by and vertical movement, inside and outside. It provides the music to (or better: of) Mallarmé. Pichler has taken as his material the seminal visual poem Un coup de dés n’abolira l’hasard (The throw of the dice does not abolish chance) with its characteristic layout. Another artist, Broodthaers, had blocked the letters out with black bars and yet another, Cerith Wyn Evans had cut them out. Pichler now presents the pages as a scroll – mounted on an automatic piano mechanism, thus transferring the visual element of poetry, the layout, into sounds.

Works displayed here lead one to pay close attention to reading. Cerith Wyn Evans’ work points our attention to the phenomenology of reading (in this instance through words), in a conceptually inflected, but also poetic work. Wyn Evans has used many ways to respond to writers: from chandeliers to presenting visual poetry through cutting out the arranged words.
 
There is a work that departs (obliquely) from Joyce’s Ulysses: Kenneth Goldsmith recorded and transcribed every word he spoke during a week and published the outcome under the title Soliloquy. This echoes or appropriates Molly Bloom’s interior monologue (known as the soliloquy) at the end of Ulysses, as well as this book’s conceptual framework, which was to record in every detail the life of some Dubliners over one day. Is this innovative literary production, or an artist’s book? What is the difference – and does it matter? Pavel Büchler and Simon Morris discussed this work and thus created another, more indirect work departing from Goldsmiths’ book: they held a telephone conversation about it, recorded in two tracks that were transcribed and planned as a set of “book ends” to Soliloquy – where the two parts were intended not to meet. It exists on the web and in the visual art exhibition context, as part of Morris’ over-all practice (with Nick Thurston), which he calls “information as material”. 

Nick Thurston presents viewers with “un-designed” posters, following the design of a well-known edition of Samuel Beckett’s Watt, also exhibited. He subjects a section of the text to a grammatical analysis, substituting nouns for the word “noun” etc., and therefore making the reader remember or newly invent – i.e. play with – Beckett. Remembering is here easier than elsewhere, as we re-encounter Pavel Büchler’s tracing of the spaces between exactly the words from Watt that Thurston removed. 

Davide Cascio has created a space for reading Ulysses, bridging the realms of the architecture in which we read with that of the pictures the reading creates in our minds. Sculptural work appears as the perfect mediator. Modernist references (Le Corbusier) and those to Islamic architecture show the awareness of the issue of canonicity and the neon strip-lights as a pointer to Dan Flavin show that Cascio knowingly comments on another artist who referred to Joyce, but the plastic flowers re-enter Leopold Bloom into the Joycean equation: playful detail and humour pervade what should be used and enjoyed and not viewed as forbidding. Polyhedra should be used as that rare, almost spiritual space, where reading envelops us and pervades our thoughts: bridging inside and outside, delving into the book’s microcosm, in order subsequently better to be equipped for the outside world. A copy of Ulysses is, of course, to be found among the primary literature presented here for use.

Tacita Dean, like Rodney Graham, uses “old”, analogue media. She also became a writer. Her text, entitled W.G. Sebald and broadly in the vein of that writer, oscillates between fact and fiction. Sebald, who himself employed (cheaply reproduced) black-and-white images in his literature, showed a reciprocal openness between art and literature to which visual artists have reacted with a vengeance. Dean’s text was first published in October, the renowned and highly theoretical art journal, marking somewhat of a departure. It also became a little book in its own right (in Istabraq Hall). Dean’s W.G. Sebald is also arguably a visual, rather than a literary artwork, as it functions in the context and the economy of visual art – and is shown here as such. It stands here for the recent tendency of visual artists’ works in the formats of those of writers: novels, poetry, readings – all having entered the armoury of the visual world in recent years. 

Brian O’Doherty / Patrick Ireland is a representative here of the first generation of conceptual artists, who let language enter visual art practice programmatically. He has created work on the visual, rule-governed nature of Ogham writing and the initials of the characters HCE and ALP that James Joyce had used to compose Finnegans Wake (in order not to have to fix his characters with just one name). The drawing shown here is the sketch for how Patrick Ireland stretched ropes across a space, which could be experienced as disorienting – unless one sat at the table with a section from Finnegans Wake on it. There, the ropes suddenly appeared as framing the letters HCE. O’Doherty is also a Booker-prize-shortlisted writer of fiction, who has always considered Joyce to be a great, creative nuisance. He is thus what one once called the “doubly-gifted” artist. If he can stand for the well-read generation of conceptual artists, he does so with a difference: he took the literary sensibility of Irish culture to the US, where he continued to find a surrogate intellectual home in the books that also came from Ireland, but were for long not valued here by many. Conceptuality for him can possibly be said to be more distinctly literary than it was for many of his colleagues. Nevertheless, playing with Joyce, in order to escape the shadow already became a necessity for O’Doherty in the early 1960s, when he created dice with Joyce’s words on them for the viewers/users/readers to rearrange.

Among the writing visual artists in this space is Maria Fusco, editor of the Happy Hypocrite, an art writing journal that in one volume consisted of nothing but reprinted pages of reprinted pages, i.e. a literary digest from 1955, reprinted as an artwork today. Here, we find again an “information as material” or conceptual writing stance that is current in and for visual art. Maria Fusco, artist, writer and editor also leads the MFA course in Art Writing at Goldsmiths College, London. She was writer in residence at the Whitechapel Gallery, London, a role that Simon Morris has now taken on. Work by Fusco’s former students, antepress, and Allotrope, a broadsheet published by Emma Dwan O’Reilly and Keith Winter from the University of Ulster’s PhD programme is also displayed. It unites visual and textual elements: literature by artists.

Reading and Writing On

Following the exhibition, literature on which the artists in this exhibition have worked can be read: these are well-loved and critically reflected books that are withstanding the test of time by providing new perspectives to each new reader. Student and outreach work relevant to the current theme can also be displayed here throughout the duration of the exhibition. It has scope to be expanded into the pedagogical field: teachers can use the exhibition’s reach into questions such as teaching both the literary canon and contemporary art – in a mutually enriching way. Reading and writing groups have been conducted in the exhibition during its run in Belfast. Here, readers of all ages and backgrounds are welcome to use the space (for details, please contact mconlon@limerickcity.ie (​mailto:mconlon@limerickcity.ie​) and m.lermhayes@ulster.ac.uk (​mailto:m.lermhayes@ulster.ac.uk​)). 

The exhibition itself is very much a visual art exhibition. It is also a “meta exhibition” of work that stands in for specific artistic strategies towards literature and thinks about the ways in which visual art engages with the reading of literature, its spaces and institutions. Most of the artworks presented in this exhibition would customarily be shown in spaces conceived for the display of contemporary art (usually white cubes, the format that Brian O’Doherty has seminally reconsidered). Sometimes, however, a hybrid audience is achieved by exhibitions in places such as the Return Gallery of the Goethe Institut, Dublin, in which Büchler’s Pathological Colours and the first incarnation of Bacon’s installation were originally shown. The latter was also displayed at the Linenhall Library, Belfast. Andrea Theis’ work is predicated upon its public setting. Sean Lynch takes a public “monument” into the gallery space. Similarly, Extreme Reading, based on the book (object) of Soliloquy, can be appreciated as a web project (when it is not a work in an art exhibition). Reading groups (by artists) take place in studios, private spaces, academic settings – and in art exhibitions.

Tacita Dean, Maria Fusco, Simon Morris, Kenneth Goldsmith, Rodney Graham and Ecke Bonk operate both in the visual art world with its conventions and the usual catalogue distribution economy, but have ventured further than is usually the case into the literary / bookish field: through typographical work, literary and conceptual writing, and the creation of “artists’ books” that are virtually indistinguishable from “normal” books in bookshops, although they would arguably lose more than they would gain if divorced from the possibility of experiencing and interpreting them within the visual art setting.

This exhibition does not generally deal with the artwork displayed in literary museums, as there is not often anything to be seen that exceeds the evidential or the decorative functions of artworks. There are some notable exceptions, and I will mention here the Freud Museums in both London and Vienna (to pick an example outside the realm of literary writing) and Shandy Hall in Coxwold (home of Laurence Sterne, author of The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman – which is seen as the progenitor of experimental literature), but it is generally the case that an artist like Joseph Kosuth, or a visual art curator like Harald Szeemann is summoned for a one-off project – a ground-breaking one in the case of Szeemann’s one in the Victor Hugo house in Paris (and his museum-based ones on de Sade and Jarry). The purpose is not to criticize writers’ houses and museums, or the International Committee of Museum’s Literary Museum sub-section, but to show that there is still much to explore in the interstices between the institutions and disciplines. 

Artists have embarked on this exploration by considering these alternative spaces for their projects – and by (hopefully) bringing new audiences to both kinds of institutions. Through the work of artists who are readers, writers, publishers and educators, many exhibition formats, media and ideas converge in meaningful and exciting ways for those who think about and enjoy visual art, literature and exhibitions.
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